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Abstract 

An additional carbon tax in one market can distort electricity trade with external 
markets. We show how to estimate the deadweight cost of the distortion and possible 
external global benefits from reduced emissions, and investigate econometrically the 
impact of the British Carbon Price Support (CPS, an extra carbon tax) on GB’s cross-
border electricity trade with France and The Netherlands. Over 2015-2018 the CPS 
raised GB day-ahead electricity price by about €11/MWh, after allowing for 
replacement by cheaper imports. It raised French wholesale price by 3.5% and Dutch 
wholesale price by 2.8%. The CPS increased GB imports by 12 TWh/yr, thereby 
reducing carbon tax revenue by €100 m/yr. Congestion income increased by €150 
m/yr, half transferred to foreign interconnector owners. The unilateral CPS created 
€80 m/yr deadweight loss, about 32% of the initial social value created by the 
interconnector, or 4% of the global emissions benefit of the CPS at €2 bn/yr. About 
0.9% of the CO2 emission reduction is undone by France and The Netherlands, the 
monetary loss of which is about €18m/yr. 
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1 This replaces an earlier version of EPRG WP 1918, which seriously under-estimated the 
deadweight loss. 
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